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The buyer of this same call option will be ahead if the price of

XYZ rises above 56 ~oer share sufficiently to cover the costs of exercise,

his premium and transaction costs (exercise price $50, plus premium $6

plus transaction costs)° The call option buyer’s total outlay and

potential loss is limited to the premium plus commissions, whereas his

outlay, for 100 shares of stock, would have been $5,000, plus commissions

and he would bear the full risk of a market decline. If the stock price

does not change from $50 ~e~ share, however, the call option buyer’s

option would expire worthless and his whole investment would be lost.

A stock investor, on the other hand, is not likely to lose all of

his investment because of the high quality stocks underlying options

and his ability to sell the stock at any time.

Because of the secondary market, either the buyer or the seller or

both can close out the option position at any point until expiration by

resale or repurchase at whatever the value of the option appears to be

at that time. Thus, loss of premium can be reduced or profits realized

through closing transactions in the secondary market.

b. Put ~

The writer of a put is obligated to buy stock, at any time during

the life of the put, at the exercise price, upon delivery by the put holder

of the underlying shares. For the writer of an XYZ May 50 put to protect

himself from assuming the risk of a drop in the stock’s price, he could

sell XYZ shares short, say at $50 a share. A premium of $500, received

by the out writer who has an equivalent short position in the stock, would

place him ahead if the price of XYZ rises no hiqher than $55 per share
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(less transactions costs) or declines to no less than $45 per share (plu~

transactions costs during the life of the option (see Figure 6). If XYZ

sells below 50 Der share, the put writer may be called u_Don to buy XYZ

stock at 50 per share. If that happens, he will lose the benefit of part

or all of the premium depending upon how far the market is below $50 per

share. The put buyer will continue to recover portions of his premium

until the stock sells below 45 (plus an amount sufficient to pay trans-

action costs) at which point he would have recovered the premium from

the put purchase and entered his r~ profit reqion. If the put buyer

also owns XYZ stock at the time of the purchase of the put option, he

has what is referred to as a "protective" put and he will assure himself

of a gross sale price of $50, net $45 ($50 less his premium) in the event

of a price decline. Again, of course, no allowance has been made for conm~is-

sion costs. By paying the premium, however, the put buyer would have

indicated his willingness to accept a net price of $45 a share and to

give up the benefits of small gains (i.e., gains up to $5 plus trans-

action costs) for protection against a large loss (i.e., declines

exceeding $5 plus transaction costs) if the stock price declines.

The listed puts could be liquidated at any time in the secondary

trading market, recovering part or all of the premium value and

taking losses or profits.
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c. Gains or Losses to Ootions Buyers are Offset b~
losses or Gains to Options Sellers

The above diagrams show how the options buyer and seller each may

fare as the stock price moves up_ and down during the life of the option.

The manner in which any gain or loss realized by the options seller is

offset by an equivalent gain or loss for the options buyer (exclusive

of transactions costs) can be illustrated by simple diagrams showing the

areas of potential loss and profit of buyers and sellers of options con-

tracts in circumstances where the writer is uncovered (see Figures 7 and

8). These illustrations assume that there are no pricing biases or market

inefficiencies which are disadvantageous to buyers relative to sellers

and vice versa.

Option premiums reelect the risks being assumed by the writer or

alternatively the costs of reinsuring against those risks through

covering hedging transactions. They also reflect the option buyer’s

perception of the value to him of the potential benefits from

expected price movements in the underlying stock as well as the

avoidance of the usual costs associated with taking positions in the

underlying security. Because of the general equivalence of the costs

of alternative positions in puts and calls and of the probabilities

associated with short-run upward and downward price movements in under-

lying securities, the risks in writing and the potential returns in buying

a call and a put tend to approximate each other. The interrelationship

between the stock, a put and a call, is such that there exists a
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process called conversion through which a put can be converted into

a call and a call into a put. For example, the combination of

the purchase of the underlying security on margin mlus the purchase

of a put is the functional equivalent of a long position in a call

option. Likewise, a short ~ale of stock and the purchase of a call

is the equivalent of a long position in a put option.

Recognizing the necessary interrelationships between put and

call prices, Hans Stoll developed a theory of put and call parity. 9__/

According to this theory, and subsequent tests of it, an arbitrage

mechanism tends to keep put and call prices in line with each other

through riskless conversion activities. Stoll pointed out how a put

could be converted into a call (and/or a call converted into a put) at

no risk to the converter. The principle of put and call parity has

been used by other researchers to assess the pricing efficiency of

the options market.

_~9/ Stoll, Hans R., "The Relationship Between Put and Call Option
Prices," The Journal of Finance, December 1969. Merton later
concluded that the theory was applicable only to a European
option, one not exercisable until maturity. See Merton, R. C.,
"The Relationshio Between Put and Call O~tion Prices: Comment,"
The Journal of Finance, 28 (March 1973) pp. 183-184.
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B. PRINCIPAL STRATEGIES

i. Introduction

Opt. ions participants can be grouped into three categories: i) public

non-professional participants, 2) professional money managers, and

3) professional traders and arbitrageurs. The basic purposes served

these participants by the various common types of options transactions

are: to obtain leverage, to hedge _positions in the underlying security,

to increase current income from securities holdings, to arbitrage for

profit, to s~eculate or trade on perceived over-and-undervalued situa-

tions, and to facilitate the provision of brokerage and marketmaking

services in the underlying stocks.

Investors have varying user perspectives as they approach the options

market. Traders, for example, attempt to capitalize on undervalued and

overvalued situations by using complex mathematical models and computer

techniques to detect and arbitrage against perceived illogical divergences

in prices. Studies of option price oatterns, however, indicate that while

~rice divergences do occur which may provide profitable trading opportunities

for professionals the divergences generally are too small for trading

oomortunities by members of the public because of transaction costs.

Other, generally sophisticated, investors ~erceive an opportunity to adjust

the risk-reward mix of their mortfolio of assets in a more precise manner

because of the additional combinations of risk and potential return

opened up to them by the availability of exchange traded omtions.
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Risk management and risk adjusted performance have become basic criteria

upon which professional managerial ability is evaluated. Most individual

investors in options, however, are probably using option purchases and

sales as a substitute for stock purchases and sales. Dealing in options

enables them to take short-term positions in the stock, or shift out of

the stock in the short-termwith lower transactions costs; and, for buyers,

it offers greater leverage than would be the case if they were trading

directly in the underlying securities.

2. Ten Basic Strategies

Although there are a great many different options strategies, T~arris

Associates, Inc., in its survey of options investors, i0__/ listed ten common

strategies that appear to be con~nonly employed by investors:

i) Buying options in combination with stock ownership.

2) Buying options in combination with fixed-income securities.

3) "Pure" buying of options without underlying stock or fixed-
income securities.

Mixed Strate~_ies

4) Buying options against a short position in underlying
stock.

lO/ A Survey of Investors In the Listed Options Market, Louis Harris
Associates for the American Stock Exchange, Inc., May 1976, p. 112.
The source of data for this survey was interviews with a clustered
systematical probability sample of 319 options customers selected
from 5 of the 20 largest options retail firms. The firms were
selected on the basis of various subjective characteristics,
including willingness to cooperate.
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5) buying options as a hedge against a short position in
securities related to the underlying security.

6) belling options hedged against other related securities.

Spreadlng options by buyir~ and selling different options
in ~e sm~ underlying securities.

bellln9

8) Selling tully covered options.

9) Selli,~ partially covered options.

I0) oelling c~npletely uncovered options.

The strategies d~at the Harris survey identified are as follows: II___/

I) "’Pure" buyln~ of options without underlying
stock or £1xea-incon~ securlties

’±his "strategy" Is dle most c~m~nly employed by options buyers.

It enta~±s a suustantially higher degree of risk than does the simple

tnvestn~nt in the t~derlying stock because relatively large increases

in ~le price of ~)e underlying stock are required if tl]e buyer is to

profit tr~n ~is activity. W~ile the leverage ootainaole through the

purchase of options holds torch ~e potential for large profits if

dle relatlvely large increase in stock prices occurs, such large

¯ ncreases are relatively infrequent and, theoretically, are offset

oynore frequent, sr~aller losses, t~1oreover, attempts to roll-over

OptlOnS positions, because of ~]e frequent payment of c~issions

on su~ roll-over transactions, will generally eliminate the

poss~oil~cy h]at investors on ~]e average will realize any long-term

’±’he Optlons btuoy does not endorse or reconm%end any of the
stategles <~escribed at pp. 28-34. %’hey are used only to
illustrate t]~e con~won strategies that tr, e Harris survey found.
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~ro~it ~rom this strategy. The simple buying of options is a highly

e~rlclent substitute for short-term trading in t~le stocK. The use of

optlons enab±es ~ snort-te~n rra~er to avoid the substantially larger

co~n~sslons require~ and to use less fun~s than would be required to meet

~e purc~ase of ~n equivale~t position in the stock. It may thus help

him ~o oo~ain a much larger position in a stock with a limited araount

or capital. It also exposes him to a risk o~ losing his entire investment.

2) belling_fu±ly covered options

Tn~s strategy ~s a substitute for the short-te~n sale of stocK.

wni±e host ~nvestors who wr~te fully covered options appear to do so in the

no~e of increasing t~elr returns from a given stockholding, the evidence

i~c~tes that t~ey are merely transferring the short-term risk o~ small

~ovements in ~e ~rice of ti~e underlying security to the option buyer

¯ n exchange ~or glvlng up the potential for large profits fr~a the underlying

stocKhold~ng. IZ/ The net e~fect is that both the rlsks and potential

rewards or stock o~ersnip have been reduced. In effect, the fully

covered writer is engagl~ig in a partial sale of his security position

Merton points out that in quiet periods when little company-
specific in~ormation is arriving at the market, writers will
ten~ to make what appear to be greater than normal profits and
ouyers will appear to lose. However, in the relatively
¯ n~requent active periods, ~e writers will su~fer large losses,
or, ~ covered, wlll forego large profits, and the buyers will
profit Oecause ~vements in stock prices occasionally exhibit
±arge discontinuities or "j~aps" in movement. The writer’s large
losses occur 3ust ~requently enough to, on the average, offset the
almost steady excess return° ~’|erton, Robert C., "Options Pricing
W~en Underlying Stock Returns are Discontinuous," Journal of
Flnancia± Economics (1976), p. 132.
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for the period covered by the option contract. If he wishes to maintain

a long-term position in the underlying security, but does not believe

that it will rise substantially during the period covered by the option

contract, then he can trade on this belief at significantly lower costs

by writing options than he could by temporarily transferring his stock

ownership. By writing an option, he is effectively taking himself out

of the market for that security until the price moves up or down by the

amount of the premium, except that he retains the right to any dividends

as long as he retains the stock and may retain certain tax advantages

that would be lost on the sale of the stock.

3) Buying options in combination with
present or potential stock ownershi~

The purchase of calls increases the leverage and risks of a

portfolio holding the underlying stock. Placing all of one’s investment

in options, however, does entail substantially greater risks of loss than

either holding the underlying security or holding some portion of one’s

funds in the underlying security along with the purchase of call options.

Call options may be purchased for the specific purpose of fixing the

future price of security purchases in circumstances in which an investor,

who currently does not have sufficient money to take the position in the

stock desired, anticipates additional funds in the future.
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4) Buying options in c<m~ination with fixed-
inco]~ securities

ThiS partlcular approach to buying options is frequently used as

an illustration o£ a conservative use of options, in that t~e risk of

such a coiauined invest~nent can ue significantly lower tilan investment

in the unOerlylng security alone. Whether it is more or less risky depends

on t!~e proportion of options in the coll~ined investment. In effect, the

purchase ot options involves a nigN degree of risk and the purchase of

quallty tixed-inc~i~e securities a relatively lower degree of risk. There

are many possible varlations as one adjusts the proportion of the investment

that is in rixed-lnc<m~e securities and alternatively in options. While

t~lIs strategy is frequently discussed in options articles and publications,

only a very s,;~ll percentage of investors actually employs this technique. 13/

5) ~_9~v~ng options a~ainst short positon in
underlying stock

~ptlons can De use~ by traders to hedge a short position in the under-

lyin9 stock or alternaEively to hedge against a decline in the underlying

stocK. ~ecause the snort seller is exposed to very substantial losses

if ne is wrong (and U~e stock price rises substantially), his potential

losses can De l~mlted oy the purchase of call options. If he is right

(and the stock price declines suustantially), tile premium paid for the

calls is t!~e cost of his partial protection against large losses and offsets

13/ bee Harris Report pp. 107-108. Only 5 percent of the investors in
tl~at survey used this strategy.
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a portion of his gains. Similarly, an investor wishing to hedge against

a substantial loss in a stock held in a portfolio might purchase a put

opt ion.

6) Spreading options: buyer and selling different
options in the same underlying securities

Traders and arbitrageurs attempt, whenever possible, to buy under-

valued and sell overvalued options and to hedge positions taken in options

and in the underlying securities in a manner which capitalizes on perceived

undervalued and overvalued situations. The technique of spreading involves

the taking of positions in different options in the same underlying securities

on opposite sides of the market. Spread positions also may involve holding

an ootion with a different exoiration date from that of the option written,

holding and writing options with different exercise prices but with the

same expiration date, or holding and writing options with different

expiration dates and exercise prices. Because spreading activities require

the near simultaneous execution of buy and sell transactions and correct

judgment respecting the appropriateness of the relative prices of the

ootions contracts used in the spread, a high degree of soohistication

and knowledge of options and option values is required in order to profit

from spreading activities as well as close attention to total transactions

costs.

7) Buying options as a hedge with respect
to related securities

Some stocks without options tend to move in relation to other stocks,

on which listed options are available. Options can be used to hedge positions
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in t~ese other relateu securities without listed options. Consequently,

options might be used to Kedge a position in a security of another c~npany

In t~e s~ne industry. In a~dition optious may De used to hedge a position

in uonOs convertiDle into t!~e stock underlying an option.

8) Zelling options to Kedge against other securities

%~ne wrltlng of options provides a hedge against smaller short-term

,,~oves in the prlce o£ a related security. For exan~ole, a block positioner

navln9 a long pOSltion in a related stock or convertiDle bond that has

ueen purchased from a cust~ner may wish to Nedge his risk until he is

able to sell the securities in the market. He might write options and

e£recnlvely skirt s~ of his short-terqn risk exposure in those securities

~o options buyers until his position is sold at which time he can close

OUt nlS optlo~s DosltlOnS by repurc~asing calls in the market. S~nilarly,

ne might write puts against snort positions in the security.

9) ~ell~ng partially covered options

’lhe sale of partially covered options involves the writing of more

~mn one option contract for each hundred snares of the underlying security

held ~n ~orttol~o. The rationale for a partially uncovered position is

~at the change in the price o£ the option tr, at usually occurs, for those

~)t ~eep-in-tne~ney .~ a result of a change in the underlying stock

±4/ A call option, which ~s exercisable lot substantially less than the
current market price o£ ~e underlying stocK, is referred to as
Oe~ng "deep-ln-tne-noney," and conversely for a put option.
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is not on a dollar-tot-dollar basis. Therefore, an option writer may

Oelleve that his risk from price changes in the option contracts he has

wrltten ls adequately hedged Dy t~e price change that occurs in the shares

or t]~e underlying security being used as a cover. For example, contracts

t]~at are out-o£-t]~e-money 15__/ may rise in price by an am~)unt much less than

the increase of the stock. The risk of partially covered writing activities

¯ s that t~ey depend upon t]~e use of a delta factor or hedge ratio which

~anges S(~tIIL~S rapidly, so that to the extent the option position is

uncovered the exposure is that of a writer of an uncovered option.

lO] beilinH co~letell~ uncovered options

This activity involves t~e writing of options without a position

¯ n the underlying stock. The risks are large, even larger than the pure

ouying of options. ~l’ne writer of uncovered options can expect a profit

llmlted to the mnount of t~e premiums received, but, like a short-seller,

ne has theoretically unlimited potential iiaDility if the market moves

against him, ~n the case of a call, and a loss which is limited only by

the exercise price ~n the case of a put.

3. Survey of Investor Use of Option Strateqies

The Harris survey found that the buying of options in combination

w~t~ rixed-inc(~ne securities was the least used buying strategy among

in~ivl~ual optlons investors with only 5 percent using that approach°

call option, wh~c~ is exercisable at a price higher than the current
~rmet price of the underlying stock, is referred to as being
"out-of-the-money," and conversely for a put option.
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Only 59 percenn of individual options investors were even aware of that

snrategy. 16/ The simple strategy of buying options alone (pure buying)

was, in fact, the strategy used by b8 percent of the persons surveyed. 17__/

~ong individual investors, the Harris survey found that 74 percent

had used some klnd of pure buying strategy, 61 percent had used some form

o~ pure selling strategy, and 38 percent had mixed strategies involving

both ouying an~ selling activities. Among investors who utilized pure

seil~n9 strategies, 56 percent did so on a fully covered basis, 19 percent

on a partially covered basis, and 19 percent on a completely uncovered basis.

~,ong Individuals investing a total of $2,500 or less in options, 49 percent

engaged in pure buying without the underlying stock or fixed-income secu-

r~tles, 23 percent in buying in c(~,~ination with stock ownership, and

41 percent had engaged in selling fully covered options. 18__/

in contrast to individual investors, 79 percent of the institutional

l~]vestors surveyed concentrate~ their activities on the selling of fully

covereU options. Only 25 percent of institutions engaged in the pure

Ouying ol options without the underlying stock or fixed income securities;

m~ 32 percent purchased options in combination with stock ownership.

O~[y 7 percent of institutional investors purchased options in combina-

tion wlt~ fixe~-income securities. ~any institutions are restricted to

more conservatlve covered writing activities by either legal or self-

J]~oosed gui~e±ines for investing. The Harris sur~ey reported that 35

~/ Harris re~ort, pp. 107-108.

:17__/Harris report, po 10B.

~U/ Harris re~ort, pp. 106ff.
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percent or responding institutions were restricted to covered writing,

ai~ 56 percent or those institutions wit~ $I million or more in assets

were so restricted. 19/

Another survey of individual options investors undertaken by the

l,~anage~aent Analysis Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts and sponsored by

t1~e C~O~ found that the strategies followed by options investors were:

nostly buying (28 percent), mostly spreading (6 percent), mostly selling

uncovered (4 percent), and mostly selling covered (62 percent). 20__/ While

this latter study aiffers with respect to the specific questions that

were asked or investors, it found, as did the Harris survey, that the

two strateH~es n~st frequently followed by investors were the simple

ouyin9 and covered wr~ti,~g of options contracts. The percentages cannot

~e ~irectly c~upare~ because, a~nong other things, the /~EX sponsored survey

asKea £nvestors whether tl]ey had use~ particular strategies while the

CoOE sponsorem survey asked investors which strategy they most frequently

rollowe~. Neither survey included interviews with broker-dealers, a

professional, out extremely important group, using options in their

activities. BlocK-positioning firms, marketJaakers and other broker-

~ealers maxe extensive use of options in providing dealer services to

the puolic nmrket, as is descriDeg below in the Z~ading Practices

c~apter.

19/ Harris report, pp. 109ft.

20/ ~oDb~ns, et alp. 74.
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As t!]e above indicates, an optlons strategy can be used for a

stock strategy and stock m~d options can be use in co~ination to

achieve alternative inves[m~nt strategies. Exhibit I (attached)

sets out a aetaiied list of now varlous stock and options strategies

can me used as a substitute for ot~er stock and options strategies.

4. Writing Options for Premli~ns

while all of the above strategies are used by investors, options

ad~ertls~ng my Droker-dealers and sales presentations by registered

representazlves often emphasize the writing of covered options to obtain

pr~nium inc~ne and as a means to reduce the risk of adverse market price

~ovements, as is ~iscussed more fully in the chapter on Sales Practices.

The effects of altering t]~e risk-return ratio through options, however,

generally ~s not em~lasized by broker-~ealers and their registered repre-

sentatives or by puDlished materials currently available to the general

Fuolic. ~br exmnple, the following excerpt from a handbook on options

states:

A~ter you rea~ t~is ~xooK, you will never be satisfied
w~tt~ less than 40 percent return, compounded annually.
T~e n~)re you Know about the stoc~ market, the more
you realize that options writing is tne only way to
invest. 21___/

one west Coast brokerage firm’s radio advertisement conveyed a similarly

2~/ Auster, Roll, Optlons Writlnq ~d Hedgln~ Strategies, Hicksville,
New ¥or~, 1975, p. 3.
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optaiListlc view of options writing:

For a substantial nun~er of investors, selling Call
Options is producing premium inc~ne in the neighborhood
of 12% to 20% on l~any good stocks. Treat’s in addition
to t~e stocks’ regular dividends. Of course, like
any invest~mnt, there are risks to consider as well
as opportunities.

These statements focus on the premituns that at times are available

on ~le sale of options a]~d seem to Jx, lply t]~at the overall rate of return

on a securities portiolio can be increased by the sale of options. They

iDnore the eifects on overall return t]lat result from reducing risks when

stocks and options are efficiently priced. It can be shown that portfolios

~nciud~ng options can De constructed wNich incorporate less risk and lower

potential return than an invest~nent in the underlying stock. In an article

appearing in the Journal of Business, Merton, Scholes and Gladstein reported

on t~e simulated return on a tully covered writing progr~n for a portfolio

ot 136 stocks on which listed options were available as of December 1975

over a 12-I/2 year period fr~L~ July I, 1963 to December 31, 1975. 22/ Options

prices were slmulated using a derivation of the BlacR Scholes options

pricing n~del although they also included dividends. Merton, Scholes and

Glaosteln concluded that investors can reduce tl~e risk exposure for a

portiolio of stocks through writing options but that, over a period of

tI~g~, writing options on a portfolio will reduce the expected rate of

return. They also concluded that the premi~a on covered call writing

Z2/ ~erton, Rooert C., Scnoles, Myron S., and Gladstein, Mathew L.,
"The Returns ~ Ris£ of Alternative Call Option Portfolio Invest-
u~nt Strategies," ’£ne Journal of sus~ness, April 1978~ p. 189.
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should not be considered extra income to be added to the usual return

on a stock investment as some brokerage firm advertisements have implied. 2--3_/

Merton, Scholes and Gladstein sunmarized the results of their study

as follows:

Because the levels of both option premiums
and expected returns will vary depending on
the perceived levels of volatility for the
underlying stocks and interest rates, an
unconditional estimate for d~e expected
return on a fully covered strategy is
difficult to make. However, based on the
simulations, an expected semiannual return
of between 3% and 4% appears to be a
reasonable estimate for an at-the-money
fully covered strategy when the expected
returns on the underlying stocks are
between 5% and 6%. The fully covered
strategy will frequently produce realized
returns somewhat higher than the expected
level. But because of the negative skewness
of the returns, these higher returns will be
counter balanced by.the relatively .infrequent
but substantially lower returns that will
be realized if the underlying stocks decline
sharply. 24/

While the Merton, Scholes and Gladstein study concluded that a consistent

practice of writing covered options would most probably reduce the overall

rate of return on the covered call writer’s stock portfolio, it also concluded

that the covered call writer could reduce the volatility of the rate of

return. Based on their simulated 136 stock sample, the study concluded

that a consistent practice of writing covered calls would have reduced

the standard deviation of the portfolio returns by approximately 70 percent

23--/ Merton et al, pp. 213-214.

24/ Ibid., pp. 213-214.
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ii in-t]~e-~t~ney options were sold, by amout 55 percent if at-the-money

optlons were sold, Z5/ and by 35 percent if the out-of-the-money options

were sold.

~Itnoug~ the #lerton, Scnoles and Gladstein study relied upon simula-

tion, tl~eir results correspond with econ~nic theory that there is a basic

correlation in the long run between risk and reward. While their study

would seem to imply that the purchase of options in coH~3~nation with fixed-

income securltles would ~ave been beneficial over this 12-1/2 year period,

tnls period was c~aracterized by the largest bull market and the most

severe meat hk3rKet since 1929-1932. Unfortunately, c~parable simulations

were not undertaken [or "pure buying" strategies, tile one most co~nonly

used ~y buyers. However, the Merton, Scholes and Gladstein study demonstrates

the need [or brokers and dealers to have studies to back up any claims

to c~ist(~ers concerning potential returns on options, as is recommended

In ~e cnapzer on Sales Practices.

~nen an optlon’s exercise price is t]~e sa~e as the price of its
underlying stocK, the option is said to be at-t]~e-money.

26/ Ibid., pp. 209-210.
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EXHIBIT 1

The Relationship Between Puts, Calls,
Straddles and Stocks

The relationship between puts, calls, straddles and stocks

is summarized below in terms of the risk and rewards resulting

from stock price movements during the life of the option tb illustrate

the relationship between stocks and options positions. A stock position

whether held alone or in combination with options does not have

a limited life as does the option. The purchaser or holder of a put,

call or stock is referred to as being long, and the seller of stock

which is not owned, or the seller of a put or call is referred to as being

short. In summarizing the relationship below, each reference to stock

long or short is to I00 shares of stock. It is assumed that the

exercise price and expiration dates are the same for any combination

of either puts or calls or both and that the purchase price of a long

stock .position or sales price of a short stock _position is the sam~

as the exercise price of the options. It is also assumed that the

premiums received on the sale of a put or call would be the same as

the premiums paid on the purchase of a put or call, although this would

rarelybe the case. In addition, the following summary does not cover

the different amounts of capital and margin that must be used to

establish the different positions or the effect of commissions

and dividends. In most instances, combining options and stocks
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positions in the strategies listed below would be more costly

than the equivalent single stock or option strategy with respect

to which it is equal.

Lo_~ Stock = long call and short put. Buying a call and selling a put

with the same exercise price has the same market risk reward during

the life of the option as owning stock because the long call provides

the right to a benefit from an increase in the stock price and the

short put results in having the risk of ownership in the event of

a stock price decline.

Short Stock = long put and short call. Either of these positions

benefits from a stock price decline but provides no protection against

loss in the event of a stock price increase.

Long Call = long stock and long put. A long call provides the right

to benefit from an increase in the stock price but a premium has been

paid to limit loss. Similarly, buying a put to protect a long stock

position involves oaying a premium to limit loss.

_Lon~ Put = long call and short stock. The short stock position will

benefit if the stock price declines, but the loss in the event of a

stock price increase is limited to the premium paid for the option.

Short Call = short stock and short put. The maximum profit on either

position is limited to the premium on the sale of the option (except


